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Abstract

Introduction

Private tutoring is one of the largest and fastest growing segments of the worldwide
education market, which is forecast to reach $227 billion USD by 20221. South Koreans
especially spend large sums of money on private tutoring for their children. In 2017, it
was reported that monthly expenditures on private education reached $500 USD per
high school student. 2

TUDA (Tutor’s Diary) is a blockchain platform with a key focus on three areas:
1. Increase teachers’ earning potential and power
The TUDA community will assess the value of the contents on the platform and
reward tokens to the authors and curators (referred to as “Proof-of-Brain”)
2. Teachers and teaching strategies
Any interaction between tutors and students, and talent or fee transactions are
ensured through blockchain technology
3. Curated educational content
“Smart and social” content creation and curation of educational materials enhanced
by tokenized incentives (called the “rewards pool”)

1. http://www.strategyr.com/pressMCP-1597.asp
2. http://koreabizwire.com/monthly-spending-on-private-education-up-33-pct-in-2017-from-10-years-ago/114276
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Abstract

TUDA (Tutor’s Diary) is a token-incentivized platform for private tutors’ education
services. It is a product of the current TUDA, a tutors’ community service supported by
thousands of tutors, students, and parents. Independent private tutors working as
freelancers self-monitor their quality of teaching to improve students’ results. However,
these tutors often struggle to fully monetize their skills and also face difficulties
marketing themselves. TUDA helps them grow through our community by sharing their
teaching skills, curriculums, and ideas. Through managing the current TUDA platform,
we have learned how our tutors’ platform should evolve and develop.

Therefore, the TUDA foundation is building a platform to encourage both tutors and
students to add value to the community through a built-in rewards structure. TUDA is
facilitating users’ participation and engagement on the accessible learning platform.
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The Current Industry

The Current Industry
The current private tutoring market has a lot of room for improvement; there are
issues related to the quality of tutoring, funding, technological issues, tutoring venues ,
and more. After analyzing various issues in our current education system, we
categorized them into three key topics that TUDA will focus on.

1. Teacher Compensation & Quality of Teaching – Tutors are expected to
have great communication skills and to know the broad ranges of the subject. At
any time, when questions are raised by a student on any topic, the tutorshould
answered it as it may affect their reputation as a freelance tutor. Independent
private tutors have a hard time self monitoring their quality of teaching.
Additionally, their subject knowledge and teaching quality do not always meet
the student’s needs.

2. Funding and monetizing – Private tutors often fail to fully monetize their
skills and face difficulty marketing themselves. To start private tutoring, they
need to find a decent venue to conduct lessons. In addition, they need to face
competition from other educational institutions and/or private tutors. They also
need to spend a lot of money advertising their services. Even after successfully
finding funding and a venue to teach, they still need to find a way to monetize
their skills in a highly competitive education market.

3. Effective interaction among tutors, student, and parents –Students
require constant interactions with their tutors. Furthermore, the
relationship between parents and the tutors also impact the students’ learning.
A wide range of technology, such as real-time chatting and problem-solving
services, can foster better communication among students, tutors, and parents.
Online communities help students foster a close relationship with the
tutors/parents, resulting in better performance. Students also learn in an
effective questioning and assessment environment and the quality of the
student-teacher-parent relationship is enhanced without barriers.

The TUDA community is cultivating its members through shared knowledge, skills,
and ideas. With experience from operating the current TUDA platform, the TUDA
team is creating a better community of tutors by incentivizing content creation and
rewarding value-adding content.
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Why Blockchain Technology?
TUDA is slowly taking down the age-old educational system and aligning it with the age
of access and transparency with a blockchain-driven, decentralized approach. The
centralized education system makes educational services difficult to scale, leading to
rising tuition costs and mediocre quality of work/service. TUDA is combining the
fragmented education ecosystem and creating a blockchain-based platform that helps
solve problems that we see in today’s education system. In order to address the issues
mentioned above, the TUDA team started their journey in South Korea, one of the
educational meccas of the world.

• Necessity of Blockchain in TUDA’s Platform
The TUDA platform allows all materials (original and applicable non-original contents)
and curriculums to be “copyrighted” within the TUDA platform and freely distributed in
the community. Blockchain technology allows for a robust and untampered verification
process of not only the teachers but also the materials that they submit to the network.
Also, we are implementing an “open-source” nature to teaching content (inclusive of
curriculums, lesson materials, and teaching methods). Not all legacy materials may
apply, but we are including legacy material collaboration and using them as opensource so that teachers can leverage existing excellence and build additional
advancement and excellence. This facilitates a robust revenue model across a wider
range of contributors. Copyrights are applied by leveraging new Digital Rights
Management (DRM) and content management solutions, allowing us to create more
decentralized management, ownership, and transparency (economic splits) across all
stakeholders.
Also, TUDA token holders are able to verify the teachers’ content and reputation
through an upvote/downvote system, thus strengthening the credibility of our system.
Through our voting system, credibility of the content uploaded on our platform and
participants’ activities are enhanced. It also increases the earning power for

participants.
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According to reports from the Korea’s Ministry of Education, many tutors are
facing issues related to pirated curriculums and no patent protection for their
intellectual property and expertise. Also, students and parents have difficulty
verifying the tutor’s curriculum, experience, and academic background. TUDA

addresses these issues through the services described below.

TEACHER-FIRST policy
Tutors are TUDA’s key participants. To create the best environment for learning, you
need a strong network of the best teachers from around the world. Therefore,
TUDA’s initial policies help recruit the best and brightest minds into our community.
Utilizing Smart Media Tokens’ (SMTs) contents-incentivized model enables the
verification of the teachers’ quality as well as enables the teachers to obtain higher

earning potential.

DECENTRALIZED verification
In order for the system to be self-sustaining, the students, parents, and other
teachers are the ones verifying the teachers’ - TUDA is building an efficient consensus
and rating system that integrates the voting/ratings of all stakeholders, so there is
“fairness” in the consensus process, allowing for an increased level of trust in the
educational system.

SELF-SUSTAINING ecosystem
TUDA is creating a stable cryptocurrency (TUDA token) that is pegged to the
Ethereum network (ERC-20 token). All commercial actions are initiated and achieved
via the TUDA token. As the TUDA token transits over to Steem’s SMT platform, it is
able to fully utilitize the powerful proof-of-brain protocol of Steem and leverage
traditional marketplace activities to create a robust ecosystem.
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• Why SMT protocol?

In creating a global community whereby tutors willingly share knowledge, it is
important that the token reward is aligned to incentivize participation. We are adopting
SMTs to efficiently allocate tokens via post-based content evaluation. SMTs exist in a
manner where value is distributed to users participating in content networks and
applications.

We are integrating several services, such as content creation, skill sharing, curriculum
curation, question answering, and more, into our SMT protocols. Participants’ activities
are evaluated by other members of the TUDA community, who are incentivized with
TUDA tokens. TUDA is supporting an ecosystem of open-source applications to support
the successful deployment of tutoring, fundraising for better education, and user
growth.

While several other token protocols, such as Ethereum’s ERC series are popular, they do
not enable content businesses to leverage those tokens by aligning user and
application incentives. Other token protocols increase transaction cost by incurring fees
for basic actions, such as content evaluation or posting, and previous meta and core
tokens aren’t built for influencing distribution based on “Proof-of-Brain”, private key
hierarchies. Moreover, slow transaction speeds that are out of sync with real-time
websites do not provide an acceptable user experience for content websites.
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Use Case Scenarios
Case 1: Teachers
Greater Earnings
• Teachers are able to opt out of the traditional teacher-parent-student relationship
and earn extra income just by generating quality educational content via the “proofof-brain” protocol.
• Teachers leverage the TUDA content marketplace to copyright their materials and
re-sell them to gain more income.
• Geographical barrier restrictions become obsolete because everything is done
online via TUDA.
• Teachers don’t need a physical location to teach children. They only need the TUDA

platform to carry out their lessons and share content.

Optimizated Teaching
• Teachers are able to leverage a one-stop marketplace to purchase materials or study
existing materials to generate new content.
• The platform also helps them communicate effectively, digitally, and instantaneously
with other teachers, parents, and students.

• Incentivized by token rewards to share their knowledge, teachers actively interact
with each other to discuss educational strategies and the latest industry trends.

Case 2: Parents
Increased Trust
• The TUDA platform’s transparency and its utilization of highly secure blockchain
technology gives parents peace of mind, while also gaining clear insight into their
children’s educational activities.
• The verification system ensures that children are working with verified teachers.
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Better Child Education Management
• Parents are able to track their child’s progress with a timeline of all of the child’s
academic accomplishments.
• Parents also have access to the child’s educational activities, so they can check if
their child’s studies are improving and which areas may require more help.
• Data-mined, customized problem sets also help ensure that the child is working at a
pace that is fit for him or her.

Case 3: Students
History Management
• TUDA platform lets students see what they have accomplished and when they

accomplish it.
• Similar to the parent’s progress reporting system, the student has access to see
which areas they need to improve on and check their grades.

Safe Interaction in the TUDA Ecosystem
• A transparent teaching system ensures that children and teachers are safely
interacting with each other on the TUDA platform.

• Students are also assured that they are learning from verified professionals, who
have been verified through TUDA’s decentralized system.
• The platform offers customized and curated education services for each individual
student (unlike the traditional education model where all students learn the same
courses at the same pace).
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Key Stakeholders’ Value Table
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Ecosystem / Value Chain
Current Ecosystem

Post Blockchain Ecosystem
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Timeline of Services API Development for 3rd Party Use
TUDA CRED - December 2019
1. Basic ID management system for background checks such as criminal records,
legitimacy of experience, and background
2. Credibility management - integrates into materials and peer review/voting
system for teachers and parents
* more heavily weighted towards teachers
* fairness mechanism to avoid biases
TUDA DRM - February 2020
1. Provide a marketplace to share and sell materials in own cloud-storage
2. Manage all lesson material formats (curriculum, images, videos contents, etc.)
3. Purchase, develop, and interact with other teachers for picking up new teaching
methodologies
TUDA ADM - March 2020

1. Provide a easy tax reporting solutions for tutors
2. Receipt management and Income tax exemption for parents
TUDA LMM and DAA 3 - June 2020
1. Provide a crowd sourcing platform that is reward-based system for teachers
and parents to participate in problem solving
2. Teachers, parents, and students can upload problems that are difficult to solve
(it can be specific to textbook type problems or an open bulletin system)
3. Reward and voting would be based on a number of factors such as below but
not limited to:
•
•
•

Time spent to solve the problem
Method for solving the problem - more weight will be assigned to solutions that
provide comprehensive step by step solution to the problem
Correctness of solution - voting must be done with proper / fairness which will be
driven by the staking system to ensure the validity of the consensus. This is also tied
to the method in which the problem was solved

TUDA COMM 4 - June 2020
TUDA COMM is the community utility for TUDA’s platform, which plans to utilize
Steem’s SMT platform once the SMT is fully developed.
1. Topic based discussions between education industry professionals, parents, and
teachers
2. Customizable chatting service including user protection solutions such as cyberbullying policy and child safety features
3. Reward system to incentivize high quality and trusted contents from all
participants
3. https://steem.io/SteemWhitePaper.pdf
4. https://smt.steem.io/smt-whitepaper.pdf
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Strategic Roadmap for TUDA Platform Development
Dec., 2018

1Q, 2019

Jul., 2019

Jul., 2019

Jul, 2021

1st Stage Platform

New Tutors’ Diary
Tutors' Diary Token Listing
2nd Stage

A crowd-sourced problem solving
& Educational Contents Commerce Platform
3rd Stage

My Little Class
4th Stage

My Little School

(1st Stage) 2018
Tutor’s Diary

Teachers’
Community

Parents’
Community

(2nd Stage) 2019
A crowd-sourced
problem solving
& Educational
Contents Commerce
Platform

Students’
Community
(3rd Stage) 2020
My Little Class

Online to Offline

(4th Stage) 2021
My Little School
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1. TUDA Platform New Tutor’s Diary
The New Tutor’s Diary plans offers a variety of
features that are necessary and convenient for
teachers. As such, teachers will be able to focus on
the education itself with supportive features that
are provided by TUDA. Teachers are already

communicating with one other in the Tutor’s Diary
platform to communicate with each other on
concepts, ideas, and educational materials to
improve their teaching.

2. TUDA Platform - Crowd-sourced problem
solving
While building a robust community of teachers,

we are also creating a problem-solving service
where anyone can upload a problem set that
they

are

having

difficulties

solving.

Our

community of teachers then crowdsources the
solution (parents may also participate at a
limited capacity). Teachers and counterparties
who actively participate and interact within the
problem-solving platform are rewarded with
TUDA tokens. Tokens are utilized as a means to
transact within the TUDA Platform or for our voting system. Also, as the TUDA Platform
accumulates data over time, we plan to offer data analysis on students’ performances,
big data driven AI chatbots and feedback/suggestion engine to guide parents.
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3. My Little Class
As TUDA continues to grow its community of
teachers and students, we are integrating the two
communities, allowing verified teachers to start an

online classroom via MCN (Multi Channel Network)
and VOD (Video On Demand) technology. TUDA is
also offering virtual private institution service to
enhance

students’

educational

experience

by

allowing facetime with teachers through video
service offerings. Also, parents are able to interact
with teachers within the TUDA ecosystem through

video services.

4. My Little School
This feature offers a virtual, borderless educational
experience like no other. TUDA is working towards

being a virtual school with curated and customized
curriculums.
We are not replacing existing schools, but instead
creating offline

schools where counselors guide

students with customized learning experiences. In
other words, TUDA is creating a

school with a

curriculum but without borders.
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Details of the TUDA Token
Usage of Tokens
All commercial aspects, as well as all of the voting within the TUDA ecosystem, are
based on the TUDA token. TUDA tokens are distributed via the token sale, as well as
distributed via the contribution mechanism for quality content.
• Commercial Aspects (i.e., problem sets, curriculum, tool sets, classes, etc.)
• Voting
• Social Responsibility: a portion of all TUDA token transactions is donated to
foundations that are aligned with furthering education

TUDA Token Sale Model
There will be a hard cap on the total amount of TUDA token sales. When the number of
sales reaches the fixed hard cap, the sale will stop. The TUDA sale is based on the
Ethereum network. Once the sale is complete, TUDA tokens will transition to the SMT
network.

Contributing to TUDA and Incentivizing Contributions
Having the best network of teachers is the key to our success. As a result, TUDA
incentivizes teachers’ input to further education. More incentives are given to teachers
who provide more meaningful contribution to TUDA's platform, utilizing SMT's "proofof-brain" system. Such contribution is verified by other teachers, students, and parents
on the TUDA platform. Similar to STEEM, token payments are distributed seven days
after content publication on the TUDA network.
The TUDA token is the fundamental currency and voting unit within the TUDA system,
and one TUDA token is worth one vote. TUDA tokens are distributed based on the
contribution that the teacher has provided to the educational platform.
Below are the ways in which TUDA tokens are obtained:
1. Contribution via content creation
Authors can earn incentives from the reward pool by actively creating and sharing
meaningful content on the TUDA platform. The incentive scheme is dependent on
the upvotes the content receives from the TUDA community
(teachers/parents/students).
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2. Voting and curating on existing contents
By upvoting quality content before others do, users (teachers/parents/students) can

earn more curation rewards. Utilizing the SMT platform, the author of each post
receives 75% of the allocated TUDA tokens, and its curators receive a linear portion
of the remaining 25%, which is dependent on the amount of votes that were
staked.6 TUDA tokens can be converted into Voting Power via staking. Once tokens
are staked, it increases content and curation payouts. Staked tokens can be locked
for a minimum of three months (subject to change) and subject to a fixed
withdrawal percentage over a period of three months.
To prevent “gaming the system,” TUDA utilizes the “Voting Power” system, whereby
each user has a “mana bar” that allows him/her to upvote/ downvote to a certain
point. Every time the user casts his/her vote, he/she will gradually lose voting
strength and influence. Once that portion deplenishes in the mana bar, it will
regenerate at a time-determined fixed rate. It is important for the users to upvote
wisely to maximize their potential rewards.
3. Crowd-sourced actions
Crowd-sourced actions are a direct commercial initiative. Users upload any
problems for a fixed amount of TUDA tokens. Users who correctly solve the problem
will receive TUDA tokens. Users who upload the most comprehensive solution will
receive more. The comprehensive solutions are verified through the SMT upvote/
downvote system.
4. Promotion
Authors can choose to promote their content by paying/ bidding with TUDA tokens.
Promoted content is listed in a special section of the respective category of choice
for seven days, allowing authors to gain more exposure and potentially more
upvotes from the community.
5. Marketplace commercial activities
Marketplace is a pure free-market initiative where teachers upload curriculums,
problem sets, etc. for a fixed amount of TUDA. Verification is also done via the SMT
upvote/downvote system.
6. Via external cryptocurrency exchanges
Users may obtain TUDA tokens through external exchanges.

6. For STEEM itself, curation was originally the quadratic ICR=, as of the Steem hard fork 19 it is the linear ICR=.”
https://smt.steem.io/smt-whitepaper.pdf
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7. Classes
In the “My Little Class” functionality, students have the option to view online classes
provided by the teachers, which are taught in exchange for TUDA tokens. Teachers
can also choose to give "free classes," and they have the option to receive TUDA
tokens based on the voting and curating system of TUDA's SMT rules.

TUDA Consensus Systems
The team at TUDA will continue to discuss community issues and give users one week
to send out their vote on a particular topic, before broadcasting the vote results.

Votes are for, but not limited to, the following:
1. ID & Credibility Management
TUDA is providing a peer review consensus system that is held across a number of
stakeholders. The system includes a government-approved identity provider, a
technology-based ID provider (KYC, blockchain-based ID provider), and a staking
vote (which includes to education professionals, teachers, and parents) to
determine if the information provided is legitimate.
Additional management is based on credibility, which ensures their experience is
legitimate (resume checker - this is being integrated with different/various
databases and ID technologies, similar to mentioned above).

2. Crowdsourcing Platform
Rewards for uploading the best problems.
Consensus mechanism to ensure that problem solution/answer is correct and
rewards for solving and participating in solving the problems.
3. Teaching Methods, Curriculums & Lesson Materials
Consensus system tied to marketplace for voting on the best teaching materials and
methods based on topics and verticals.
The teacher provides a discount as a reward (to ensure that TUDA is not funding all
token outflow) to the participants for providing top-voted material, which also acts
as a self-driven and sufficient advertising/marketing tool for teachers.
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TUDA is working on an an easy-to-use, front interfacing main screen Bulletin Board
System that provides daily and weekly trending posts from users. It will be divided into
different corners: teachers, parents, students , and the entire community, whereby
each corner is visible only to users of that status (i.e. if you are a parent, you only have
access to the parents’ corner).
Included features are:
• Activities of subscribed author(s), discussions
• Trending articles and discussions
• Important announcements
• Polls and results
• Calendar and events
• Suggested courses
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Sustainability
The TUDA platform provides a sustainable, decentralized ecosystem.
Revenue is obtained via transaction fees from the following:

With the revenue obtained, most of the proceeds will flow back into the ecosystem to
pay for content contributions, which are time-weighted based on revenue that is
obtained from the activities mentioned above. During the early stages of the
ecosystem, part of the payouts for content contributions are allocated from TUDA’s
reserve pool of tokens.
Quality content adds tremendous value to the ecosystem. Thus, a hard cap on total
token supply increases the fundamental value of the platform with each cycle between
content creation and contribution payout (given that more content is created between

each cycle), coupled with a large cycle of transactions mentioned above.
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TUDA Platform
The Tutor’s Diary platform (without the incentivization feature) is available via the
Google Play Store.5 With over 10,000 app downloads and a high satisfaction rating of
4.7, TUDA has a community of over 13,000 tutors, along with over 6,000 students.
There are currently no other organizations for tutors. TUDA has become the go-to
community for tutors, allowing for active discussion and participation on topics, such
as teaching know-hows, educational policies, and recent educational trends. There are
even discussions on different methods for solving a specific problem. We are
developing and integrating SMT’s “proof-of-brain” with the educational community,
thereby accumulating more quality content within the platform.

5. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.tuda.teacher
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Conclusion
Imagine a physical school in each country whereby the faculty members are guidance
counselors, providing students with a curated and customized educational flow, while
specialized and verified teachers from all over the world teach subjects they know best.
This is our vision. Based in South Korea, the TUDA team is focussing on the East Asian,
US, and Southeast Asian markets. Already with an existing Android service, TUDA is
8

targeting the $18.5 billion USD private education market7 to pair with the 425,000 +
teachers registered in Korea. The team is also working on expanding its offerings to
China, US and Southeast Asia and its $700+ billion USD market (Worldwide education
9

market is $6.3 trillion USD).

TUDA is working on building a platform that is decentralized, free-flowing, and
governed only by the TUDA community.
With this platform, TUDA is expanding the education to all human beings, not just for K12 adolescents on their school curriculum. As the platform matures, TUDA is also
working on expanding its educational offers to various courses, including sports,
cooking, and languages, to provide educational courses, for all ages.

7. 2011-2015 National Statistical Office of Korea
8. Korea Employment Statistics
9. https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/answer-sheet/wp/2013/02/09/global-education-market-reaches-4-4-trillion
and-is-growing/?utm_term=.f8b15a8b9c06
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Token sale schedule and Distribution
Total supply of tokens
Hard Cap: $2,400,000 USD
Issue Scale & Token Price (USD): 120,000,000 TUDA tokens (1TUDA = $0.02)
Total Token Supply: 600,000,000 TUDA Tokens

TUDA Token Distribution
Team Members
Community Reserve,
TUDA Services, APIs Development

65.0%

10.0%
Token Sale - Crowd

10.0%
Advisor + Partners

5.0%
Token Sale - Private

10.0%

• Token Sale (Private + Crowd) - 20%
The TUDA team is utilizing a token sale to fund further development of the TUDA
platform.

• Team Members - 10%
The TUDA platform and its services are built and maintained by the TUDA team, which
includes platform developers, service operators, business developers, and more. To
align the teams’ interest with the advancement of the TUDA platform, founding team
members (as well as future team members) are offered TUDA tokens. However, to
protect supporters of the TUDA community, tokens from the “team members” bucket
are locked up for three years.
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• Advisors - 5%
Advisors and the governance committee who support the advancement of the TUDA
platform are offered TUDA tokens in return for their contributions. However, to protect
supporters of the TUDA community, tokens allocated to advisors and members of the
governing committee are locked up for three years.
• TUDA 3rd Party Allocation & Community Reserve - 65%
TUDA tokens retained by TUDA foundation are utilized for future growth and expansion
of the platform with third-party service developers. TUDA tokens are also retained for
distribution to users based on contributions to the platform.

Sale schedule
Private Token Sale: April 2018 to December 2018
Public Token Sale: January 2019 to February 2019

Use of the Proceeds
Operational Expenses
30.0%
Platform Enhancement
20.0%

Business Development
15.0%

Marketing
20.0%

Reserve
15.0%
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Team and Advisors
The TUDA Team is an ensemble of startup, educational, blockchain, and IT
professionals, all racing towards the same goal to provide education to all people.

Founders
Jay (Jaehyun) Choi
Chief Executive Officer
Founder of REMCO Partners, a blockchain research & investment firm.

Jay has over 10years of start-up/enterprise such as crowdsourcing
(ideecrowd), franchise branding (Mellis & Hakios & Buildim). Jay also
worked as a consultant for the finance industry at THEMICE.
Educated at Purdue University

Sungmin Song
Chief Financial Officer
Over eight years of experience as an accountant with KMPG.
Educated at Purdue University & a certified AICPA accountant.

Jay Yoon

Chief Technology Officer

Jay is an online service development expert with more than 17 years
of experience as a programmer and technical Leader at GomTV,
AfreecaTV, Ticketmonster, and STUnitas. Jay is an expert with the JAVA
& PHP languages and has experience with Ruby/Scala while
developing various online services. His database knowledge consists
of MySQL/NoSQL, big data knowledge with Hadoop, data analysis
knowledge with GA/BigQuery, and blockchain knowledge with
Solidity/Truffle. In particular, Jay has strengths in large data mining
and big data analysis, service structure design, and prototype creation.
Jay is ultimately responsible for developing code and design within
the TUDA ecosystem.
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Jason Nha
Chief Strategy Officer
Jason is a service expert with 20 years experience in business planning,
service strategy, service management, and infrastructure planning for
B2B / B2C online services. With a wealth of knowledge and excellent
practical experience in various content service platforms of online
education services, Jason is now striving to deliver TUDA by focusing
on a streamlined customer experience, based on accumulated user
data. Jason has prior work experience at AfreecaTV, Ticketmonster and
STUnitas, all of which are famous internet service companies in South
Korea.

Dylan Han

Business Development
Extensive research experience on various blockchain projects as a
senior analyst at REMCO Partners. With his knowledge and network in
the blockchain industry, Dylan plans to seek growth opportunities for
the TUDA platform.
Educated at the University of Waterloo.

Jin Hur
Blockchain Engineer
Jin has 10 years of software development experience as the CTO of
SNS Energy & ideecrowd. He also worked as a software engineer at LG
CNS, and has years of experience as a tutor for software coding.
Educated at Purdue University
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Advisors
Christopher Cynn

TUDA Platform Services Advisor
Chris is a Co-founder of Ticketmonster Inc. and Althea Inc., and he
brings the experience of creating billions of dollars in corporate
valuations and managing large ventures. Chris also has over 10+
years experience tutoring, utilizing his know-how to formulate
necessary functions within the TUDA platform.
Educated at University of Pennsylvania

Yohan John Kim
Blockchain Adviser

Founder of NE Partners and LP of Pantera Capital, a top blockchain
fund. A serial entrepreneur and former venture capitalist, his
knowledge and expertise combining blockchain technology with
startups will guide the team through the ebbs and flows of the project.
Educated at University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign

Chanki Lee

Blockchain Adviser
CEO at DAYLI Marketplace (Executive Board Member at DAYLI
Financial Group, which owns Coinone, a global top 50
cryptocurrency exchange). Relationships with successful ICOs, such
as ICON and Insureum.
Educated at Pohang University of Science and Technology.

John (Chikeun) Lee
Investment Adviser

Venture Capitalist in Formation group (Investor of DAYLI Financial
Group).
Educated at University of Waterloo.
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Kevin Park
Legal Adviser

A U.S. lawyer with extensive experience in startups and a cofounder of Eonetime. His international legal knowledge will guide
the platform’s global expansion.
Educated at George Washington University (J.D with Honors,
passing the bar in NY)

Dr. James Won-ki Hong
Educational Adviser

Dean of Graduate School for Information Technology and Professor
of Computer Science and Engineering, Pohang University of Science
and Technology (POSTECH).
HBSc and MSc degrees in Computer Science from the University
of Western Ontario, Canada and a Ph.D degree in Computer
Science from the University of Waterloo

Robert Iskander
Educational Adviser

Listed as one of the Top 100 EdTech Influencers in 2017 by EdTech
Digest Magazine, Robert is a Serial Entrepreneur with 30+ years of
experience in Information Technology, strategic planning, and
innovation. He is a global business leader, passionate about
leveraging technology to improve the quality of life for all, with a
special focus on K-12 education.
CEO of Global Grid for Learning

Junghwan Lee

Educational Adviser
JUNGHWAN LEE is the current CEO and head instructor of Gusan
Education, which is one of the top private learning institutes in
Seoul, South Korea. Mr. Lee started his career as a math teacher
while being an integral member in developing EDUPANG,
GOOKPOONG2000, K-TUTOR, SISUN, SOFTPUB, EDUCATION,
CLOUDPAY, and the Korea Institute for Curriculum and Evaluation.
His deep involvement in the private educational sector in Korea will
pave the way for forging critical relationships and partnerships to
join the TUDA platform.
CEO and head instructor of Gusan Education
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Partners

Platforms
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Role of the TUDA Foundation
The TUDA Foundation is a non-profit organization that is run by the TUDA founders
independently and democratically. The foundation ensures that the TUDA platform
operates in a transparent, stable, and reliable manner. With its main focus on the TUDA

prosperity, the TUDA Foundation is providing quality education for students of all ages
around the world.
Key responsibilities of the TUDA Foundation include:
• To establish the TUDA platform, allowing students to have convenient access to high
quality, customized educational materials within the decentralized TUDA ecosystem.
• To establish an ecosystem that supports developers in creating dApps, which will
enhance the TUDA platform.
• To fund energetic, capable, and great teams throughout the world to help develop
services and APIs for further development of the TUDA ecosystem.
• To further human involvement in ensuring more children and people have access to
the basic necessities in receiving a quality education.
Things to Consider
The foundation’s sole purpose is to further TUDA’s awareness and support the creation
and maintenance of the platform. The foundation is working with developers to create
the initial services and APIs mentioned above.
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Risk Assessment
Token Value Volatility
While the TUDA token is meant to facilitate transactions on the TUDA platform, it is also
currently traded on a public exchange. As a result, the exchange rate of the TUDA
token is determined by market demand, which may be volatile, a potential risk to TUDA
token holders.

Potential Risk
• TUDA tokens are not an investment. As such, we cannot guarantee the price of the
TUDA token.
• There may be issues outside of the TUDA team’s control that hinder the platform’s
success.
• The TUDA project is subject to dissolution in the case there is not enough liquidity to
cover operational expenditures.
• Although it is a very low probability scenario, there is potential for the TUDA
platform to be hacked and TUDA tokens to be stolen.
• There will be no insurance policy to cover the risk of TUDA token loss.
• The TUDA services mentioned in this whitepaper are subject to revision and

amendment, dependent on the conditions of the platform and the opinion of the
team and users.
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Disclaimer
This whitepaper shall not be considered as an invitation to enter into an
investment. It does not constitute or relate in any way nor should be considered
as an offering of securities in any jurisdiction. The whitepaper does not include
nor contain any information or indication that might be considered as a
recommendation or that might be used as the basis for any investment decision.
This document does not constitute an offer or an invitation to sell shares,
securities, or rights belonging to the TUDA foundation or any related or
associated TUDA. The TUDA token is a utility token to be used only on the TUDA
platform and is not intended to be used as an investment.

The offering of TUDA on a trading platform is done in order to allow the use of
the TUDA platform and not for speculative purposes. The offering of TUDA on a
trading platform does not change the legal classification of the token, which
remains a simple means for use on the TUDA platform (a utility token) and
should not be considered as a security.

TUDA should not be considered as an advisor in any legal, tax, or financial
matters. Any information in the whitepaper is for general information purposes
only, and TUDA does not provide any warranties as to the accuracy and
completeness of this information. Given the lack of crypto-token
guidelines/regulations in most countries, each token buyer is strongly advised
to carry out a legal and tax analysis concerning the purchase and ownership of
TUDA tokens, according to his/her nationality and place of residence. TUDA is
not a financial intermediary according to Bermuda law and is not required to
obtain any authorization for Anti-Money Laundering purposes. This qualification
may change, however, if the TUDA foundation chooses to offer services that are
considered to be a qualifying financial intermediation activity. In this case, the
use of the TUDA foundation’s TUDA platform and services may require the
positive conclusion of a AML/KYC identification process.
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Developmental Specifications for Each APIs and Services (Examples)
The TUDA team is creating services to make the educational experience seamless for
the end-user. Almost all APIs are applied to the services.

Tutor’s Diary
Service

•

Education: Class management tool

•

Recruitment: Job market service

•

Finance: Simple payment service

•

Marketing and Crowd-Sourcing: Sales and exchange of educational materials

•

Social Network: Real-time messaging, AI chat-bot, and calendar services

•

Media: Various education related information, news, and social media features

ProblemSolving Platform
Service

•

Problem solving: Tutors and students using pictures, audio and video services

•

Event: Real-time quiz show

•

Recommendation: Problem/question recommendation service

•

Realtime AI chatbot: Chatbot service for question pool utilizing big data

Development • Service platform: Mobile web and apps (hybrid) for Android / iOS app service
Strategy

•

Target: Differenti utility service for teachers, private institutions, and individuals

•

Method: Big data algorithm for recommendations from a question pool, Automated
AI Chatbot Service Development, Service Client Poll system, Image upload and
editing service, Audio recorder, Live broadcasting system (WebRTC), and Media
server based VOD system
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My Little Class
Service

•

Education: Virtual private institution service platform

•

Integration: TUDA, problem solving service and Multi-Channel-Network, and LMS

•

Target: both B2B and C2C

•

Method: LIVE + VOD service

My Little School
Service

•

Multi-Channel-Network including offline network based globally integrated
virtual school service

•

Credit: Credit approval, Certificate service

•

Method: virtual reality technology

Development • Service platform: Android / iOS app and PC
Strategy

•

Target: Different utility service for teachers, private institutions, and individuals

•

Method: Comprehensive dashboard services for each user, such as admin, tutors,

students, and parents. System that enables users to create education material on
our platform, Video player with DRM, Video chat system based on WebRTC, LMS,
Content sales platform, Credit and certificate Management system, Virtual Reality
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Technical considerations
Technical architecture
1. TUDA Token Economics
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2. TUDA CRED
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3. TUDA CROWD (Integration of DRM, ADM, LMM, and DAA)
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4. TUDA BULLETIN
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